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The keys to opening up on a passing path: change of direction, lean body and change of gear. That's what New York Jets receivers coach Mike Canales says, including the elusive Wayne Chrebet. Some tips: The Comeback RouteTry to look as if you are going at full speed, hesitate, then put on a gust in the last 3 to 5 meters. Look at the defender's hips - when they turn, he thinks
you're going deep. This is where you cut out and back. Swat and SwimOn a low-and-out route, swat the defender's hands as you get out of the line and make your fake inside, then swim on top of it as if you were doing the butterfly shot. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able
to find more information about it and content similar to piano.io Editor's Choice Nestl Litter CLICK HERE FOR THE BEST Color Selection Sweet Home Collection PRICE CLICK HERE FOR THE Best Cooling PRICE CGK Unlimited CLICK HERE FOR THE Best Super Soft SONORO KATE CLICK HERE FOR THE PRICE ThumbST Shilucheng CLICK HERE FOR THE PRICE 4 For
THE BEST PRICE 21-inch Southshore Fine Living, Inc. CLICK HERE FOR THE BEST cotton Percal Linen Home CLICK HERE FOR THE Best Lallergenic LuxClub PRICE CLICK HERE FOR THE PRICE Rides Resistant Home CLICK HERE FOR THE PRICE Easy Care Great Bay HOME CLICKED HERE Early examples feature favorite songs from popular stage productions.
Later, movies and radio introduced popular music to even more American homes. The performers associated with the original versions of these songs were often represented on the cover of the music, a secondary advantage for today's collector as a cross in the memories of pop culture. This type of ephemera was so in demand in its day that many examples sold more than a
million copies when they were first published. Gene Utz Paper Collection (Collector Books—now sold out, available from second-hand booksellers) reports that A Bird in a Gilded Cage sold two million copies in 1900. In 1910, familiar tunes Let Me Call You Sweetheart and Down By the Old Mill Stream sold an astonishing five to six million copies each. Any professional musician of
the time would have stacks of colorful scores hidden in piano benches and hidden in boxes. Amateur musicians frequented the selling scores for use in homepun entertainment as well, especially during the holidays. The faces of early 20th century personalities such as Al Jolson, Fannie Brice and Eddie Cantor have graced many problems with ancient scores. Later, 1940s stars
such as Bing Crosby and Dorothy Lamour delighted fans on colorfully illustrated blankets. Even the scores of the Beatles, the Beach Boys and other more recent numbers featuring pop culture icons, such as Michael Jackson, Jackson, collected today. The most recognizable stars and songs are most often of the greatest value, with a few exceptions for pure or attractive cover
illustrations. The competition is not extremely fierce for this ephemeral as there are many song titles to go around, but there are some cases of crossover collection when it comes to scores. For example, military-themed pieces are often of interest to militaria collectors, also known as military collectibles. Broadway music lovers will also be looking for many titles by Rodgers and
Hammerstein or Irving Berlin. Sports memorabilia collectors are looking for music with illustrations featuring baseball heroes of yesteryear. For example, The Climber's Rag with cameo illustrations from the 1911 St. Louis Cardinals baseball team can sell for more than $2,000 on the cheap. Other buyers are attracted by the many blankets featuring colorful drawings of beautiful
women. Framed and hung on a wall, these can make a nice accent in the home or office most people can enjoy. Because of the volume produced and distributed as shown above, even though they are made of paper and can be somewhat fragile as they age, only a few examples of scores are really rare. The most common examples are selling in the $3 to $5 range today in
antique malls and sometimes to say less via Internet auctions. For example, it is not uncommon to find many 25 to 30 pieces of scores selling online for $10 or less for the whole lot. Most common rooms must be in excellent condition to bring even that much. However, many pieces of Scott Joplin's work bring high prices, so it's wise to look for in-depth pieces that you can own
before offering them for sale or throwing them in the gift tray. For example, Joplin's The Chrysanthemum could fetch more than $1,000, and many of his other works in scores sell for $500 or more. Music pieces falling into the Black Americana category are also very popular when they are in very good condition. A 1901 copy of Mose Gumble's The Hoogie Boogie Dance sold for
$1,400 in eBay.com in 2016. When autographed by notable celebrities, common pieces of scores can also jump exponentially in value since autograph collectors are vying for those too. And although they are not often found, examples of scores from the early 1800s can also be valuable. These are usually simple sheets of music recorded on paper before the advent of mass
printing. They are empty of illustration and very clear look, but again, it is wise to look for what you have before getting rid of one of these rare objects. You may have a treasure, even if it doesn't look like much. The score is the format in which the songs are written. The score begins with white paper composed of graphs with five lines and four spaces, each representing a note.
Songwriters who compose songs in standard musical notation use personal staff paper create scores, which can then be passed on to the musicians who perform the score for a musical performance. Today, making your own score is easier than ever. With notation software such as Finale, or the free noteflight web service, anyone can turn their musical ideas into professional
music sheets. Use Noteflight to get started (see Resources). Noteflight is a free web-based music notation service that allows you to write, print and even record your scores as music files for playback. Noteflight has a clean, easy-to-use interface that even allows a beginner to create a song in scores. Since Noteflight allows you to listen to what you've written, you can experiment
with different notes until you create something that sounds good, even if you're not familiar with the musical composition. Create a Noteflight account and log in to start creating your scores. You can start writing your song immediately. At the top of the page, located on a toolbar, click New Score to create a blank partition document. Select if you want your score to be private or
shared. Noteflight presents you with a blank music sheet in the key of C with a 4/4 time signature. Click Change the title at the top of your score and type in the name of your song, then click Edit the Composer and type your name. Make the necessary changes to your key signature signature or time signature in the Score menu with the Change Time or Change Key Signature
command. Add notes and rest to your scores by clicking on the blank music staff. You'll see a notehead and you can swipe and click where you want the note to appear. You can also use the floating palette to select different note durations. When you insert your notes, Noteflight automatically reformed your score to keep the appropriate number of beats per bar. To listen to what
you've written at any time, go to the Read menu and select the desired playback option. Print your score when you're done composing your song. The result will be a professional score of your song composition. You can also use Noteflight to make an audio file of your composition. Noteflight lets you assign real instrument sounds to the appropriate parts. Go to File and select
Export to save your finished partitions as an MP3 or wav file. This allows you to take an example of recording to your group. If you've ever tried to force a fitted sheet on your mattress only to Slide as soon as you hit the hay, there is a good chance that you need a set of deep pocket leaves. Most sheet sets can accommodate mattresses up to 14 inches deep, but each bed is built
differently and it is important to find the right fit. After all, your sheets dress up the most important piece of furniture in your bedroom! Of course, there's more to consider than pocket depth when you're looking for new sheets, so let's delve deeper into the details. In this guide, I'll show you how to shop for the that fit perfectly with your mattress and your unique sleep needs. But
before we get into the methodology, let's take a look at my top five favorite deep pocket sheets. Choice of publisherCalifornia Design Den Pure Cotton Sheet SetSleepers looking for a set of comfortable cotton sheets with extra deep pockets will be most compatible with this bedding. They are soft, breathable, and can accommodate mattresses up to 18 inches deep. ProsThis
bedding is made from 100% long-staple cotton which makes it soft, smooth and durable. In addition, the fitted sheet has very deep pockets of 18 inches, ideal for people with larger mattresses. These leaves are woven satin that give them a silky feel and a shiny shine. At $40 for a Queen size, this set is excellent value for money considering its high quality. ConsThe fitted sheet in
this set has extra deep pockets, so those with mattresses less than 15 inches deep may find it too baggy. Sleepers looking for crispy cotton leaves may want to look elsewhere. This bedding is woven satin, giving it a silky feel and a shiny shine. California Design Den Pure Cotton Sheet Set The California Design Den Pure Cotton Sheets are soft, breathable, and can accommodate
mattresses up to 18 inches deep. Ideal for Cold WeatherPinzon Plaid Flanelle Sheet SetThis deep pocket sheets are made of double-layered cotton flannel, an essential winter bedding. In addition to having deep pockets, each set comes in a rustic plaid style. ProsThe fitted sheet of this set is capable of accommodating mattresses up to 16 inches deep, with a strong elastic band
that puts good grip on the bed. This heavy-duty flannel is ideal for winter or sleepers running cold. The elastic band extends over the entire perimeter of the fitted sheet rather than just the corners. ConsThis bedding is made to keep grilled sleepers warm! If you're looking for cooling sheets, I'll look elsewhere. This set of sheets is only available in plaid, and is not available in solid
colors. Pinzon Plaid Flanelle Set Pinzon leafy flannel leaves are deep pocket sheets made of double-layered cotton flannel, an essential winter bedding. Best soft sheets of Deep-Pocket Microfiber MicrofiberNestl SetMade from 100% double brushed microfibers, these leaves have a soft suede feel. In addition, the fitted sheet has deep pockets capable of accommodating
mattresses up to 16 inches in height. ProsThis set of leaves can fit mattress up to 16 inches deep, making it ideal for sleepers with beds thick and/or toppers. This double brushed bedding gives the fabric a unique, soft and comfortable feel. Washing the treatments for this set of leaves is nice and easy; no special detergent or temperature settings needed! ConsIf you sleep on a
mattress that is 15 inches deep and you also use a topper, you might find that this set of leaves is not the perfect fit. Hot sleepers may find that the microfiber is not cool and breathable enough. Nestl Bedding Soft Sheets Set Nestl soft bedding sheets are made from 100% 100% microfiber, these leaves have a soft, suede sensation. Best Eco-FriendlyLinenwalas Bamboo Sheet
SetThis eco-friendly leaves are naturally hypoallergenic, organic, and made from 100% bamboo ray. Each set comes with a top sheet, two pillowcases, and a fitted sheet with a deep pocket capable of accommodating mattresses up to 16 inches in height. ProsBamboo bedding is known for its silky feel and natural glow, and these are no exception! Sleepers looking for a light and
shiny set of deep pocket leaves should give them a try. Washing care for bamboo leaves can be difficult at times, but these are easily machine-washed and dried and require no special maintenance. These leaves are woven satin that really stimulates the smooth feel of the fabric, and enhances its shiny shine. ConsThis might be nitpicky, but this bedding has a silky feel that is
almost a bit slippery. Those who prefer a crispy feel might want to look elsewhere. While 16-inch pockets are considered quite deep, there are leaves with deeper pockets on the market. If you sleep on a 15-inch-deep mattress and also use a mattress top, you may need extra pocket sheets. Linenwalas Bamboo Sheet Set The Linewawas bamboo sheet set are environmentally
friendly, naturally hypoallergenic, organic, and made from 100% bamboo ray. Best ValueSweet Home Collection Microfiber Sheet SetMade from 100% brushed microfiber, this bedding offers a soft, suede-like feel. An elegant triple embroidery hem borders the cuff of each pillowcase, and the fitted sheet is ideal for those with mattresses up to 16 inches deep. ProsThis bedding is
ideal for sleepers on a budget, as each set is competitive at a price under $20. These leaves are made of brushed microfiber, a material that provides a warm, fuzzy feel that is well suited to cold-running sleepers. The fitted sheet in this set can fit mattress up to 16 inches deep, and the elastic band goes all the way around the sheet rather than just the corners. Cons Like a hot
sleeper, I found this bedding to be rather warming up. Those looking to sleep cool might be better elsewhere. People who prefer a silky-smooth feeling might want to look elsewhere. This bedding has a suede feel that is unique to the brushed microfiber. Sweet Home Collection Microfiber Sheet Set Made from 100% brushed microfiber, Sweet Home Collection microfiber leaves
offer a soft, suede feel. How we chose the sleepers, now that we have up close up my favorite deep pocket sheets, let's delve into the methodology behind my choices. Of course, finding the right bedding is largely about personal preference, but there are some guidelines that will help you find the best fit! Measure your mattressThe first step to finding the right deep sheet is to
measure your mattress. Often the center of the mattress is slightly thicker than the edges, so I suggest you add an inch when measuring depth. In the end, it is best to have a sheet equipped with pockets that are big that not big enough. It is also important to note that most leaves shrink a little after washing them for the first time. Typically, the shrinkage shouldn't be so extreme
that the depth of the adjusted leaf pockets decrease by more than an inch, but it's still something to consider when you're buying leaves. For example, if you measure your mattress to 13 inches deep, opt for the sheet set with pockets that are 15 or 16 inches deep. Of course, things get a little tricky when you add accessories like mattress toppers or foam pads to the mix, so let's
take a closer look at how to properly size your sheets. Sizing your leavesWhile it's true that finding the right fit means your pockets of fitted sheets shouldn't be too small... it also means they shouldn't be too big! Your fitted sheet should tighten your mattress tightly without a ton of excess fabric or gapping. Of course, it is better to have to tuck some extra fabric under the mattress
than to wrestle with a sheet that is just too small. However, it is important to note that the depth of a leaf's pockets does not affect the quality of the bedding itself. For example, don't choose the extra-deep leaf set because you've heard that deep pockets are a good thing. Instead, aim for the depth that complements your own mattress. Also, look for fitted sheets with elastic bands
that extend over the perimeter of the sheet, rather than just the corners. This will help your sheet stay hidden! Choosing materialsChoosing the right fabric for your leaves is largely about personal preference, but the durability, weaving, and stretching of a material can affect how your fitted sheet performs. So let's take a closer look at some of the most popular sheet materials.
Cotton - Perhaps the most popular leaf material is cotton, but it is not all created equally and I suggest going with the long-clip or extra-long base cotton. These terms refer to the length of the cotton fibers used to weave the fabric, and longer fibers generally make for a more durable leaf. And better durability usually means that your fitted sheet won't stretch or pill over time.
Polyester/Microfibre - The polyester microfibre is known for its super tight weave, which many sleepers praise for the unique softness it provides. However, it is important to note that this tight weaving does not offer much giving or stretching, so it might not be a bad idea of the size until being on the safe side. Remember: it's best that your adjusted sheets are too large than too
small. Bamboo - Bamboo bedding is known for its silky-smooth feel, but it can also be a bit slippery. I find that this slippery texture can make it harder for the sheets to stay on the mattress so that, if you choose this material, pay special attention to the elastic band of the fitted sheet. A thick, hyper-elastic band that spans the perimeter of the sheet will put a mega handle on your
mattress and help protect against slippage and slippage. Linen - Linen is known for its rustic look and aesthetic. So, yes, it means wrinkles. If you prefer your fitted sheet to have a totally wrinkle-free look, linen might not be your best bet. However, it is interesting to note that flax tends to shrink less compared to the other materials listed here, which often means that you don't have
to take into account those extra inches when choosing your pocket depth. Each of these fabrics bring their own something special to the game, but here's a pro tip: Litter that is mixed with spandex can be perfect for sleepers who aren't sure how to choose pocket depth. The spandex clings to your mattress that prevents gaps and allows adjusted sheet pockets to fit the dimensions
of your bed. Washing CareWash care depends entirely on the equipment you are working with, and it is very important to check the specific instructions for each individual set of sheets. In the end, no one knows how to take care of your bedding better than the people who did it. That said, I prioritize easy wash care and each set listed in this roundup is pretty low maintenance. The
wash care instructions for the leaves in this guide are: Wash on a mild cold or hot cycle, use a mild light-dry detergent over low heat or line-dryIron if necessary, but use the iron setting listed on tag wash careSeems pretty simple, right? Just keep in mind that most leaves shrink a little after the first wash. If you don't want to worry about shrinking at all, look for leaves that have been
prewashed by the brand itself. Many retailers pre-wash their bedding to help shoppers find the most accurate fit. Prices, returns and trial periodsAs the washing care depends on the materials used to make your leaves. And even then, some brands are just generally more expensive than others. That's why it's important to know the difference between a return policy and a trial
period! A return policy means you have time to decide what you think of your leaves and, if they don't work, you can be refunded or have them exchanged. However, some companies only accept returns if the leaves are not washed and in their original packaging (which doesn't really leave you to have the full meaning of your new leaves). Return policies typically vary from 7 to 30
days, and once that time is up, your purchase is officially permanent. A trial period, on the other hand, gives you the chance to try before you buy and usually lasts longer than a return policy (many brands offer 90-100 day trials). Meanwhile, can return your product for a full refund, without asking any questions. And don't worry about not washing it or returning it to its original
packaging - these rules don't apply here. Sleepopolis TipsBefore we wrap, let me leave you with a few last words of the wisdom of bedding: Remember to aim for a sheet equipped with pockets that are less than 2-3 inches from the depth of your mattress. You want enough space to accommodate your mattress, but you don't want a ton of excess fabric either. When it comes to
choosing the right pocket depth, I can't overstress the beauty of spandex. Leaves that are mixed with even 5% spandex are going to be more stretchy and stronger, allowing the leaf to cling to your bed. If you sleep with a mattress top and/or pad, be sure to consider those extra thumbs! For example, if you sleep on a 15-inch-deep bed and add a 2-inch top, aim for a sheet with 18-
inch pockets. Final ThoughtsWe have reached the end of my guide, and you are ready to start shopping for the perfect set of deep pocket leaves. Remember to keep an eye on the pocket depth, materials used, and wash care, and you are sure to find the bedding that you and your mattress love. Happy to sleep, everyone. Get the latest offers, discounts, reviews and gifts! The
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